Dynamics of acoustic reflex growth.
Acoustic reflex growth was measured as a function of activator bandwidth in 10 subjects with normal hearing and in 5 subjects with different configurations of sensorineural hearing loss. The activators consisted of tones with frequencies of 500, 1 000 and 4 000 Hz, fractions and multiples of octave bands centered at these frequencies, and broadband noise. Growth functions for the normal-hearing subjects measured with a 660-Hz probe tone had smaller peak magnitudes and shallower slopes than the growth functions measured with a 220-Hz probe tone. The slope of the growth function and the peak magnitude of acoustic impedance were not affected in any consistent manner by activator bandwidth or activator center frequency. The dynamic range of the growth function increased with an increase in activator bandwidth beyond 1 octave. The resistive component of acoustic impedance did not exhibit a consistent pattern of change with increasing activator intensity level. The reflex growth functions for normal-hearing subjects separated into two groups, those with steep slopes and large peak magnitudes and those with shallow slopes and small peak magnitudes. 3 out of the 5 cases with sensorineural hearing loss presented growth functions with shallower slopes, smaller dynamic ranges and smaller peak magnitudes than normal. The other 2 cases had steeper slopes and larger peak magnitudes than normal. The dynamic range did not increase with an increase in activator bandwidth beyond 1 octave. The differences in reflex growth functions with probe-tone frequency observed for the normal group were diminished or absent in 4 of the 5 cases of sensorineural hearing loss. The frequency of 4 000 Hz appeared to be the most sensitive to reflex manifestations of hearing loss.